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In February 1979 when we learned, of a newly 
joined member, Gloria, becoming paralyzed and 
in a type of coma; Nanette and I then took a few 
members to visit her in her mother’s hut. After 
we arrived, but while she was still in a coma, 
actual historic biblical figures like Noah starting 
talking through her to us. A similar occurrence 
is found in the New Testament where Moses 
and Elijah although physically dead for about 
2,000 years appeared and talk with Jesus as 
reported by Jesus' disciples on the mountain of 
transfiguration. 
 
While she lay unconscious through her in a 
distorted voice they reported their personal 
mission success and failures while they were on 

earth, asking if we recognized who they were and then each gave us advice. We fulfilled a requested 
condition to return for a total of seven days bring different early Filipino members each time so they 
could experience this phenomenon. On the six day Moses spoke through Gloria and told me I would have 
the mission of Moses in the Philippines and the entire nation would be following me; announcing I had 
graduate from Abraham's Course to Moses' Course. On the seventh day, one of Father Moons 36 couple 
members, who had already ascended into the spirit world, entered Gloria spiritually and gave us guidance. 
We did make and still have tape recordings of these historic biblical ancestors speaking to us through 
Gloria. 
 
For the next three months President Eu, the first President of the Unification Movement in Korea would 
enter Gloria’s body at any time of the day and counseled members, guide my leadership and healed 
physical bodies. Gloria, 17 years old and young looking, would be sitting at a table and all of a sudden her 
head would flop on her chest and then rise slowly, her youthful face would change in appearance to that 
of an old person wrinkled but with higher cheek bones, and her voice became very deep and masculine, 
sounding like that of an old man; interestingly, her body would walk with a severe lip when this spirit 
ancestor was in her. When the spirit person left, her head would again flop on her chest again and then 
slowly rise, her face thereupon appearing again as a young 17 year, she would take deep breaths and then 
drink 3 or 4 large glasses of water quickly to recover. She then became her normal self, in physical 
appearance and in voice, once the spirit ancestor left her body. This ascended ancestor would sometimes 
spend hours, even half a day or more in her body healing and mentoring us. For us this phenomena of a 
ascended spirit entering and using a person's body on earth seemed just normal perhaps giving 
understanding we had from the "returning resurrection lecture" and all the earlier experiences we had with 
spiritual phenomena. 
 
We came to know this was President Eu (the first president of the Unification Church) when he said to 
Nanette, "You are an artist, you have the Divine Principle, You have everything!" because he had said 
these exact words a few years earlier to Nanette when she was with him in Korea before he had died 
physically. Further confirmation of his identity was the interesting fact that when he was in Gloria's body, 
her body walked around with a severe limp dragging a foot a bit. Explaining his limping in Gloria’s body 
Nanette reported that when he had a physical body he walked around on crutches in Korea due to a severe 
injury. 
 
Nanette also explained how he had been a medical doctor in Korea and thus his background on the earth 
as a medical doctor, made sense to all the healing he did to the Philippine movement's members and 
Nanette, using Gloria’s body. Once he pushed Nanette’s ovary upwards into place because it had fallen 
low and might have prevented her from having babies. In one of the attached pictures you can see him in 
Gloria's body healing Nanette with herbs around her head. 
 
This spirit ancestor, President Eu, using Gloria's physical body would talk, give advice and laugh with 
Nanette and me using Gloria’s body. One morning he came into Gloria and chastised Nanette and me for 
having a verbal conflict the night before. He spent time teaching many leadership principles to me and 
counseling members but he was very careful to not directly tell us what to do, even when we asked him 
for direct advice, explaining it was our portion of responsibility to make our own decisions. He would 
often tell us a parable to cause us to think out the answer to our question or respond to our questions with 
his own question, “Well, what do you think”? 
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A key lesson President Eu explained to me personally was that spiritual ancestors in higher realms 
understood the importance of respecting the free will of another being and would not attempt to control 
people on the earth, but merely give advice that allowed receivers to create their own understandings, but 
low spirits could be distinguished by their attempts to control and even possess people on this earth by 
causing individuals or groups to become “dependent” on the spirit persons and spirit world; this was often 
done through telling about future events, revealing secrets, or making decisions for the listeners. If one 
thinks about this experience it explains why there are so many conflicting religions on the earth and why 
various religious movements and individual leaders wage even war against each other in the name of 
God. It is because messed up angels and demonic or confused humans not having a body anymore 
convinced recipients they were the ultimate God communicating with spiritually open earthlings through 
their foretelling the immediate future or what to do in specific situations that proved useful. Thus 1st 
Corinthians warns us to beware of invisible forces and "principalities" on high. 
 
There was one time when he was talking with Nanette and me and in the middle of the conversation he 
said, "oh, there is an emergency in India, I must go". Gloria's head flopped down and she returned to 
control her body. He explained another time that at that time Gloria was the only Unification Church 
Member whose body he was using; otherwise it was Christians all across the world that he was hopping 
into and out of. Reflecting on this I could understand it probably was Charismatic Pentecostal Christians, 
remembering some of the spirit phenomena I had witnessed in New York City in small churches. 
 
With the start of Dr. President Eu’s third month using Gloria’s body, he announced he was starting a 40 
day medical healing condition to heal the physical ailments of the Philippines poor in a special 
neighborhood. Shortly after this announcement Nanette and I visited Gloria’s hut of a house to check up 
on him since we had not communicated with him for awhile only to find a very long line of perhaps 35 
people waiting to be healed of their ailments, as news spread fast of the miracle cures occurring. Many 
diseases of the skin were reported healed and even some broken bones. 
 
At the end of three months I noticed a qualitative change in the communication through Gloria and did 
not respond to a temptation of “power” that the entirety of the Philippines would follow me; but I only 
would have to do exactly and completely what the voices that I would soon be hearing “directly” would 
be telling me to do. I rejected this and realized President Eu was no longer working through Gloria, but 
another spirit person pretending to be President Eu. This caused us to stop responding to this spiritual 
phenomenon. We later learn that Gloria had lost her innocence, that her parents forced her to marry 
someone outside of our Movement's Blessing and realized this prevented President Eu from using her 
body to visit us and continue his mission through her. 
 
 


